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Do you like a challenge?

At DMC, we work on problems that few people can solve. We are an 
engineering consulting firm known for staying on the cutting edge of 
manufacturing-related technology. DMC combines advanced software 
and hardware expertise to deliver custom solutions for manufacturing, 
testing, and product development organizations throughout the world. 
Our engineers work directly with clients in a collaborative and 
hands-on environment with the latest innovations in nanotech, robotics, 
motion control, machine vision systems, software development, wireless 
control, RFID, even next-generation FPGAs. 

We also maintain an active company culture, which includes weekly 
company-sponsored athletic, cultural, and social events. Full-time 
employees will enjoy a great benefits package including health, dental, 
and vision coverage as well as 401K matching, paid vacation time, and 
a well-stocked kitchen full of snacks.

Applicable Majors

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Computer Science

Computer Engineering

Who is DMC?

DMC will be interviewing on-campus on Oct 3, 2019. Please submit 
your resume to our Automation Engineer - Control Systems job online 

through myCCO by Sept 19, 2019 to be considered.

@dmcengineering

Like DMC, INC

(888) DMC-4400



Automation Engineer - Control Systems
DMC Automation Engineers possess a broad understanding of engineering fundamentals 
and a desire to program. Working both independently and in teams, Automation Engineers 
will assist with project management and maintain communications with team members and 
clients. DMC works on a wide range of projects in a variety of industries from automotive to 
healthcare to food and beverage. Our engineers are constantly learning new technologies in 
order to continually provide cutting edge solutions. 

About the Job
A starting DMC Automation Engineer will learn and apply the latest technologies and 
develop sophisticated solutions for:

• Industrial Control Systems and Process Automation
• Robotics and Motion Control Applications
• Automated Test and Measurement Systems
• Vision Based Inspection and Control Systems
• Embedded Device and Custom Software Application Development

New engineers will work on a wide variety of electromechanical and software engineering 
challenges in a team oriented environment to architect, design, and implement mission 
critical solutions. The engineer will immediately begin real, client-facing work with a lead 
engineer developing automation and test systems. Future career paths at DMC include 
Technical Expert, Engineering Sales, Project Management, and Customer Account 
Management. 

Minimum qualifications include:

• Minimum GPA: 3.4
• Interest in programming
• EE, ME, CE, CS or related degree
• U.S. Citizens, U.S. Permanent Residents, or Other Protected Class

Submit Resume via myCCO by Sept 19 
On-Campus Interviews on Oct 3




